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Artist Greely Myatt inaugurates the David Lusk Gallery Nashville space with a solo sculpture 
exhibition in April, titled Having Said That. 

Myatt, whose decades-long art-making career has frequently focused on communication, expands 
upon his comic-strip/thought-bubble motif with his use of familiar materials like steel, wax, electricity, 
wood, cookie tins, grass and air. Fans of Myatt, of words or comic books or conversation, can 
expect a cacophony of floor and wall-mounted pieces, including an 8-foot tall steel page-flipping 
comic book, a wall-sized steel comic book page, and even a monumental cookie tin thought bubble. 

For example, the artwork Tumbleweed sits low on the floor, knot-like -- a mass of welded steel 
speaking balloons. The combination of the opposing concepts (empty speech bubbles, massed and 
interlocked) references his complex Southern background and interest in the suggestion of a 
narrative that is, once visually unraveled, both witty and provocative. This, and its placement in 
dialogue with a large linear spiral of four balloons ignites a storm of conversation for the viewer 
without actually spelling anything out. 

Moving the conversation outside, Myatt 12-foot steel and concrete arch, Impossible Object, gaurds 
the entrance. His signature steel speaking bubbles are set in slabs of concrete and covered in a 
layer of grass that both enlivens and softens the sculpture’s strong vertical presence. Lines of steel 
shoot upward from the base to mimic a rectangular structure. Here Myatt recreates a 2-dimensional 
drawing miraculously into a 3-dimensional sculpture -- flat but not flat, silent but always growing. 

Myatt, born in Aberdeen, MS in 1952, is professor of sculpture at the University of Memphis. In 2009 
a twenty-year survey of Myatt’s art was jointly exhibited at 10 important Memphis museums and art 
spaces.  Recently he was part of the important Heartland exhibition at the Van Abbemuseum in The 
Netherlands and the Smart Museum at the University of Chicago, and the heralded Americanana 
exhibition at the Hunter College of Art Gallery. In 2014 Myatt will be celebrated with separate solo 
shows at the Masur Museum in Louisiana and the Cedarhurst Center for the Arts in Illinois.  

David Lusk Gallery is located at 516 Hagan St. in Nashville’s Wedgewood/Houston Neighborhood. 
Gallery hours are Tu-Sa 11-5. For further information or visuals, contact Brittney Shedden at 
901-767-3800 or brittney@davidluskgallery.com.
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Red Balloons, 2012, wood and wax, 17x12x9” 


